
Part - A

Complete each sentence by writing a cause.

Example: We bought a Christmas tree, .as Christmas is around the corner

Hannah tripped, .1)

The jam bottle broke, .6)

The teacher complimented Lara, .2)

Jacob missed the !ight, .3)

The store ran out of supplies, .4)

Peter was given a ticket, .5)

Due to the rise in global temperature, .7)

Juan "nished his work, .8)

Mrs. Susan explained the poem many times, .9)

Since Richard was in a meeting,10) .
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Cause and E!ect

Part - B

Complete each sentence by writing an e!ect.

Example: Dave had saved some money, .and thus he bought a tennis racket
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Part - A

Complete each sentence by writing a cause.

Example: We bought a Christmas tree, .as Christmas is around the corner

Hannah tripped, because she had not tied her shoestrings .1)

The jam bottle broke, and consequently the jam spilled all over the !oor .6)

The teacher complimented Lara, for she had scored well in the exams .2)

Jacob missed the !ight, as his car had broken down midway through the journey .3)

The store ran out of supplies, because the delivery truck was late .4)

Peter was given a ticket, since he was overspeeding .5)

Due to the rise in global temperature, glaciers are melting .7)

Juan "nished his work, so he went out to play .8)

Mrs. Susan explained the poem many times, in order for us to grasp it better .9)

Since Richard was in a meeting, he could not take my calls10) .
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Cause and E"ect

Part - B

Complete each sentence by writing an e!ect.

Example: Dave had saved some money, .and thus he bought a tennis racket

(Answers may vary)

(Answers may vary)
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